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Doppler cooling on narrow transitions has become a crucial technique for preparing ultracold samples of
alkaline-earth-metal and alkaline-earth-metal-like atoms. For lighter species, such as calcium and magnesium,
this technique relies on artificial broadening 共quenching兲 of the upper level of the narrow line. We report on
quenching experiments on a 24Mg atomic beam. The branching ratio of the 共3s4s兲1S0 state was determined to
be ␤ = 共1.33± 0.53兲 ⫻ 10−5 from the measured quenching efficiency. The branching ratio combined with the
known linewidth of this state yields a transition rate for 共3s3p兲3 P1 → 共3s4s兲1S0 of ⌫23 = 283± 114 s−1, i.e., one
order of magnitude smaller than estimated from semiempirical data. We have applied different numerical
approaches, including ab initio relativistic many-body calculations, to compute the transition probabilities of
the 共3s3p兲3 P1 → 共3s4s兲1S0 and 共3s3p兲1 P1 → 共3s4s兲1S0 transitions. The results are in good agreement with our
experimental observation. With the measured branching ratio, we expect a transfer efficiency of Dopplercooled atoms into a quench magneto-optical trap 共QuenchMOT兲 of approximately 1% for our experimental
parameters. According to our simulations, the transfer efficiency can be increased by one order of magnitude
for lower ensemble temperatures as recently demonstrated by two-photon cooling in our uv MOT.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.76.043406

PACS number共s兲: 32.80.Pj, 32.70.Cs, 31.15.Ar, 31.15.Gy

I. INTRODUCTION

The alkaline-earth-metal and alkaline-earth-metal-like atoms have attracted intensive research interest due to their
unique spectroscopic properties 关1–9兴. Their intercombination transitions, with natural linewidths as low as a few tens
of a microhertz, are ideally suited for optical frequency standards and future optical atomic clocks. Here, the quality factor, which is defined as the ratio of the transition frequency 
and the achieved resolution ␦ 共Q =  / ␦兲, can reach values
of Q ⬇ 1018. The simple electronic structure of the alkalineearth metals, on the other hand, is well suited for theoretical
modeling. Hence, they are ideal test systems for systematic
studies of, e.g., cold collisions 关10–13兴. To fully exploit this
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potential, however, the reliable preparation, i.e., trapping and
cooling, of large identical samples of ultracold ensembles is
essential. One of the most promising techniques for frequency metrology in the optical domain is the concept of the
“lattice clock.” Based on laser-cooled strontium atoms, this
was first demonstrated by Katori and co-workers 关4兴. This
approach combines the high stability achievable with neutral
atoms due to the large number of quantum absorbers with the
high accuracy seen in trapped ions due to their strong confinement 关14–16兴. Efficiently loading and storing cold atoms
into an optical dipole trap or lattice requires a sufficiently
low atomic temperature, typically tens of a microkelvin. Unlike in many other atomic species, e.g., rubidium, where
trapping, cooling, and even creating a Bose-Einstein condensate has become a routine task, the preparation of large
atomic ensembles in this temperature regime remains a challenge for alkaline-earth metals. In particular, the absence of
magnetic sublevels in the ground state of their bosonic iso-
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topes inhibits standard sub-Doppler cooling mechanisms.
The possibility of reaching the recoil temperature limit in the
alkaline-earth metals 共10 K in the case of magnesium兲 by
exploiting the high velocity selectivity of their narrow intercombination transitions has already been pointed out in 1989
关17兴. In strontium, this has been realized in a sophisticated
two-stage cooling scheme 关18,19兴.
In calcium and magnesium, however, the natural lifetimes
of the metastable states are too long for efficient cooling. We
therefore proposed to artificially reduce the lifetime of the
metastable level by quenching with an additional laser coupling to a fast decay channel back to the ground state. The
resulting enhancement of the scattering rate is governed by
the quenching laser power and the branching ratio between
the quenching transition and the fast decay channel 关20兴.
In calcium, quench cooling was demonstrated in 2001
关20,21兴, thus confirming our theoretical model. From the experimentally observed quenching rates, a branching ratio of
the order of 10−4 could be inferred 关20兴. For the initial modeling of this cooling scheme in magnesium 关22兴, we used a
branching ratio of ␤Mg ⬇ 1.3⫻ 10−4, which was estimated
from semiempirical data given by Kurucz 关23兴. Recent theoretical work, as well as experience from experiments with
calcium, however, suggests a significantly lower branching
ratio. To resolve this discrepancy, we performed spectroscopy of the 共3s3p兲3 P1 → 共3s4s兲1S0 transition on a magnesium atomic beam, as well as numerical calculations based
on different methods. We discuss the impact of the lower
branching ratio as well as the effect of a reduced initial
atomic temperature, which can, e.g., be achieved by twophoton cooling 关24–26兴, on the efficiency of quench cooling.
This paper is structured as follow. In Sec. II, we present
our quenching experiments on a magnesium atomic beam.
From the observations, we determine the branching ratio of
the 共3s4s兲1S0 level and the decay rate of the 共3s3p兲3 P1
→ 共3s4s兲1S0 quenching transition. In Sec. III, we present and
discuss the different computational approaches used to calculate the decay rate of the quenching transition. In our conclusions in Sec. IV, we confront our experimental observations with the theoretical predictions. We use our results for
the branching ratio to improve our model of quench cooling
of magnesium and discuss the perspectives for the optical
magnesium frequency standard.

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Modified Ramsey-Bordé setup used for
quenching experiments.

can be applied to define the quantization axis. When driving
the 共3s2兲1S0 → 共3s3p兲3 P1 transition with the 457 nm laser,
fluorescence from the decay of the metastable level
共3s3p兲3 P1 back to the ground state 共3s2兲1S0 is observed by a
photomultiplier tube 共PMT兲. The count rate N0 is directly
proportional to the population of the metastable level. Additionally driving the 共3s3p兲3 P1 → 共3s4s兲1S0 transition with the
462 nm 共quenching兲 laser leads to a depletion of the metastable level, which is observed as a drop of the count rate.
Figure 2 shows the relevant transitions. We have measured
the frequency of the quenching transition as

23 = 648 537.76 ± 0.04 GHz.
Taking into account the uncertainty of the measurement, this
agrees very well with earlier observations 关30兴.
B. Determination of branching ratio and decay rate

The general formalism for quenching the metastable level
has already been communicated in earlier publications

II. QUENCHING EXPERIMENTS
A. Magnesium beam setup

We have studied quenching of the metastable 共3s3p兲3 P1
level using a beam apparatus designed for Ramsey-Bordé
interferometry 关27–29兴. Here, we use the setup in a modified
form as shown in Fig. 1. A collimated beam of magnesium
ជ 储 eជ 兲 polarized
atoms subsequently interacts with linearly 共E
z
laser light of 457 and 462 nm. This configuration is obtained
by placing two retroreflecting mirrors into the original
Ramsey-Bordé interferometer beam path 共457 nm laser only兲
and results in parallel beams for the 457 and 462 nm lasers.
The interaction region is shielded against external magnetic
fields, and a homogeneous magnetic field in the z direction

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Relevant transitions for quenching in
Mg.
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关22,31兴. As derived in 关31兴, the ratio of the population in the
metastable state with and without quenching is given by

冉

冊

2
⍀23
 ,
⌫34

S = exp −

共1兲

where  is the duration of the interaction with the quenching
laser. Using the expression for the Rabi frequency of the
quenching laser,
⍀23 = CCG
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we obtain for an infinitely small interaction region dx and an
atom velocity vx,
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Since the fluorescence signal is observed at a distance d
= 46 cm downstream the atomic beam within a detection
zone of length l = 10 cm, it is reduced by a velocitydependent factor,
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Pump laser power
Quench laser power
Pump laser radius 共x兲
Pump laser radius 共z兲
Quench laser radius 共x兲
Quench laser radius 共z兲
Atomic beam radius
Oven temperature
Typical signal decrease
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Here, M denotes the atomic mass, T is the oven temperature,
and kB is Boltzmann’s constant.
The observed signal ratio N / N0 共where N is the reduced
PMT count rate with the quenching laser on兲 is obtained by
integration over all longitudinal velocities vx and the 共transverse兲 intensity profiles of the laser beams.
Thus, for an atomic beam radius r, the expected signal
decrease is

冕冕
冕冕
r

N
=
N0

0

⬁

f共vx兲p2共vx,z兲S共vx,z, ␤兲共vx兲dvx dz

0

r

0

⬁

experimental

parameters

and

Symbol

Value

P12
P23
w0x12
w0z12
w0x23
w0z23
r
T
N / N0

73± 3.7 mW
286± 14 mW
1.09± 0.05 mm
1.11± 0.06 mm
0.63± 0.03 mm
0.73± 0.04 mm
0.8± 0.2 mm
678± 34 K
0.791± 0.024

any residual fields. To determine the branching ratio, we averaged the results of a series of 15 measurements in total. In
the experiments, the total excitation and quenching laser
powers were varied between 73 and 88 mW and 122 and
298 mW, respectively. Table I summarizes typical experimental parameters.
From the experimental results, we obtain

␤obs = 共1.33 ± 0.53兲 ⫻ 10−5
and
obs
⌫23
= 283 ± 114 s−1 .

For ⌫34, we have used the value given by Jönsson, i.e.,
⌫34 = 共2.13± 0.01兲 ⫻ 107 s−1 关33兴, and the error estimation is
based on the uncertainties of the experimental parameters
obs
, respectively, is
given in Table I. The error in ␤obs and ⌫23
governed by the uncertainties in measuring the fluorescence
signal decrease N / N0 and the 共quenching兲 laser power P23,
and by the uncertainty in the radius of the atomic beam.

and depends on the longitudinal velocity distribution for the
atomic beam 关32兴,
v3x
4

Typical

共3兲

where we have introduced the branching ratio ␤ ª ⌫23 / ⌫34
and the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient of the quenching transition CCG = 1 / 冑3. 23 and I23 are the quenching laser wavelength and intensity, respectively, and ⌫23 is the quenching
transition linewidth 共cf. Fig. 2兲. The observed fluorescence
signal without quenching can be calculated using the standard Rabi formalism. The excitation probability to the metastable level 共3s3p兲3 P1 is
p2共dx, v兲 = sin2

TABLE
I.
uncertainties.

.

共7兲

f共vx兲p2共vx,z兲共vx兲dvx dz

0

This equation is evaluated numerically.
A small 共Bz ⬇ 1.0 G兲 magnetic field was applied in the z
direction to define the quantization axis and compensate for

III. THEORY

The transition probabilities of the relevant transitions
共3s3p兲3 P1 → 共3s4s兲1S0 and 共3s3p兲1 P1 → 共3s4s兲1S0 have also
been determined by three different theoretical approaches for
comparison. The results derived from a semiempirical model
and two different ab initio models are presented and compared.
The first ab initio approach combines the configuration
interaction method with many-body perturbation theory 共CI
+ MBPT兲 关34,35兴. Many-body perturbation theory is able to
precisely determine the correlations of the core electrons,
whereas CI describes correlations between valence electrons
accurately. By MBPT an effective CI Hamiltonian is constructed which includes additional terms to account for corecore and core-valence correlations. Energy levels and wave
functions are then calculated following the well-known CI
method.
The second ab initio approach, multiconfiguration
Hartree-Fock 共MCHF兲, approximates the wave function by a
linear combination of the configuration state functions
共CSFs兲, basis functions of the configuration model 关36兴. Un-
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TABLE II. The ab initio–calculated reduced electric-dipole matrix elements 共a.u.兲 and transition probabilities A 共s−1兲 for the
共3s3p兲 3 P1 → 共3s4s兲 1S0 and 共3s3p兲 1 P1 → 共3s4s兲 1S0 transitions for Mg I.
CI

CI+ MBPT

MCHF+ BP

Matrix element
具3s3p 3 P1 储 D 储 3s4s 1S0典
L gauge
0.00297
0.00323
V gauge
0.00318
0.00331
Final value
0.00323共13兲
A
214共17兲

0.00324
0.00337
0.00324
215

like the ordinary Hartree-Fock method, MCHF accounts for
correlations in the motion of the electrons. As long as the
number of valence electrons is not too large, these correlations are well described by this method. Relativistic effects
are included via the Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian.
Additionally, a semiempirical approach was used, which,
as opposed to precise many-body ab initio methods, does not
require large computer resources and is straightforward to
apply.
A. Many-body ab initio calculations

In the CI+ MBPT approach, the energies and wave functions are determined from the Schrödinger equation
Heff共En兲⌽n = En⌽n ,

共8兲

where the effective Hamiltonian is defined as
Heff共E兲 = HFC + ⌺共E兲.

共9兲

Here HFC is the Hamiltonian in the frozen core approximation and ⌺ is the energy-dependent correction, involving core
excitations. The operator ⌺ completely accounts for the second order of perturbation theory. The higher orders of MBPT
can be included indirectly. For this goal one can introduce an
energy shift ␦ and replace ⌺共E兲 → ⌺共E − ␦兲 in the effective
Hamiltonian Heff. We have determined ␦ from a fit of theoretical energy levels to the experimental spectrum. Such an
optimized effective Hamiltonian was used for calculations of
the wave functions and low-lying energy levels.
Atomic observables were calculated with effective operators 关35兴. To obtain an effective electric-dipole operator, we
solved the random-phase approximation 共RPA兲 equations,
thus summing a certain sequence of many-body diagrams to
all orders of MBPT. Excitations from all core shells were
included in the RPA setup. To check the consistency of the
calculations, we employed both length 共L兲 and velocity 共V兲
gauges for the electric-dipole operator. The computational
procedure is described in 关37,38兴.
We considered Mg as an atom with two valence electrons
above the closed core 关1s , . . . , 2p6兴. The one-electron basis
set for Mg included 1s–13s, 2p–13p, 3d–12d, and 4f–11f
orbitals, where the core and 3s, 4s, 3p, 4p, 3d, 4d, and 4f
orbitals were Dirac-Hartree-Fock 共DHF兲 ones, while all the
rest were virtual orbitals. The orbitals 1s–3s were constructed by solving the DHF equations in the VN approximation, the 3p orbitals were obtained in the VN−1 approximation, and 4s, 4p, 3d, 4d, and 4f orbitals were constructed in

CI

CI+ MBPT

4.34
4.30

具3s3p 1 P1 储 D 储 3s4s 1S0典
4.25
4.22
4.25共4兲
2.21共4兲 ⫻ 107

MCHF+ BP

4.26
4.31
4.26
2.22⫻ 107

the VN−2 approximation. We determined virtual orbitals using
a recursive procedure employed in previous works 关37,38兴.
Solving the eigenvalue problem, we obtained wave functions, constructed effective dipole operators, and determined
the transition amplitudes. The comparison of the CI and the
CI+ MBPT values allows us to estimate the accuracy of our
calculations. In general, dipole amplitudes calculated in the
velocity gauge are more sensitive to many-body corrections;
we employ the length form of the dipole operator in our final
tabulation. Table II reveals that the many-body effects
change the singlet-triplet L-gauge amplitude by 8% and the
singlet-singlet L-gauge amplitude by 2%. Further, the MBPT
corrections bring the length- and velocity-form results into a
closer agreement. We consider the impossibility of accounting for all the orders of many-body perturbation theory as a
major source of uncertainty of the CI+ MBPT method. In
addition, we take into account the proximity of the amplitudes obtained in the L and V gauges. We conservatively
estimate the uncertainties for the 共3s3p兲1,3 P1 → 共3s4s兲1S0
transition amplitudes as 50% of the many-body corrections
in the length gauge. The uncertainties determined in this way
are 1% for the singlet-singlet transition and 4% for the
singlet-triplet transition. The final values for the
共3s3p兲1,3 P1 → 共3s4s兲1S0 transition amplitudes, are given in
Table II.
For comparison, we used as a second approach the CI
+ MCHF method 关36兴 to calculate the quench transition amplitude. The MCHF method was applied to determine the
orbital basis for the Breit-Pauli wave functions which were
simultaneously optimized for the relevant nonrelativistic
terms. Due to this procedure, the calculations for electric
dipole transitions using the J-dependent wave functions are
performed with orbitals that are nonorthogonal between initial and final states. For this, the biorthogonal transformation
method was used 关39兴.
For each term included in the Breit-Pauli 共BP兲 configuration interaction calculation, the wave function is expanded in
a linear combination of configuration state functions. In generating these expansions, both the valence correlation and
core-valence correlation were included. The valence correlation includes all configuration state functions of the form
2s22p6nln⬘l⬘. The effect of core-valence correlation 共polarization of the core兲 was represented by configuration state
functions in which one of the core orbitals, either 2s or 2p
共1s was assumed to be inactive兲 was excited along with one
outer orbital. For this purpose, a multireference set consisting of all configuration states of the form 2s22p63ln⬘l⬘ was
established, with n⬘ = 3 or 4 and l⬘ 艋 3. Thus the occupied
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outer orbitals are 3s, 3p, 3d, 4s, 4p , 4d, and 4f and the virtual correlation orbitals were taken to be 5s, 5p, 5d, 5f,
5g , . . ., 9s, 9p, 9d, 9f, 9g, 9h, and 9i. Core-valence excitations were applied to each member of the multireference set.
Core and outer orbitals could be excited to either an outer
orbital or a virtual correlation orbital.
In order to monitor convergence, it is convenient to perform a series of calculations of increasing size. For example,
a calculation is considered an n = 4 , 5 , 6 , . . . , 9 calculation if
the maximum principal quantum number of an orbital used
in generating configuration states is restricted to 4, 5, 6,…, 9,
respectively. For an exact wave function, the length and velocity forms should agree exactly. In our case convergence
has been reached within our model calculation, but the two
values differ by 1%. Correlation in the core, which affects
transitions differently, has been omitted in our approach: for
example, for the 共3s3p兲3 P → 共3s3d兲3D transitions, the two
forms of the line strength agree to 0.5%. The calculated reduced matrix elements for the 共3s3p兲1,3 P1 → 共3s4s兲1S0 transitions are given in Table II.
B. Semiempirical calculations

Semiempirical approaches based on a model potential
共MP兲 method yielded quite accurate results, in particular for
atoms with a single valence electron or the one-electron excited states of an atom with a few valence electrons 关40兴. In
the present paper, we have introduced exact long-range polarization terms 关41兴, in order to study atomic systems by
conventional CI methods. The corresponding two-electron
operator in the Schrödinger equation includes both the Coulomb interaction of the valence electrons and induced core
effects. We expanded the two-electron eigensolutions in
terms of antisymmetrized products of the eigenfunctions of
the one-electron equation with the model potential. The relativistic perturbations are the spin-orbit, spin-other-orbit, and
spin-spin interactions and the expansion is carried out to the
first order.
The single-electron equation was solved variationally by
expanding the solutions for the radial parts with basis sets
constructed from 35 B splines 关42兴. These one-electron orbitals served as a basis to solve the two-electron equation with
an effective dipole operator. The final results of the calculations for the Einstein coefficients by using the L gauge are
A关共3s3p兲1 P1 → 共3s4s兲1S0兴 = 2.5 ⫻ 107 s−1

ab initio relativistic many-body calculations. Within the limits of their uncertainty, the experimental results

␤obs = 共1.33 ± 0.53兲 ⫻ 10−5
and
obs
⌫23
= 283 ± 114 s−1

are in good agreement with the results of the most accurate
ab initio calculation,

␤calc = 共9.7 ± 0.77兲 ⫻ 10−6
and
calc
⌫23
= 214 ± 17 s−1 .

These results are about one order of magnitude smaller
than the values derived from the semiempirical data of Kurucz 关23兴.
This has important consequences for quench cooling of
magnesium. In 关22兴, we published a theoretical model to
estimate the cooling efficiency as a function of important
experimental parameters. Optimizing the transfer efficiency
of the precooled atoms into the quench magneto-optical trap
共QuenchMOT兲, we showed that the branching ratio drives
the requirements for the quench laser intensity and the initial
ensemble temperature. For a given quench laser intensity, the
quenching rate scales linearly with the branching ratio ␤ and
thus is reduced by one order of magnitude according to the
new results.
The scaling behavior of the transfer efficiency with the
initial atomic temperature can be modeled by considering
that only atoms slower than the QuenchMOT capture velocity vcap are transferred into the ultracold regime. These correspond to the fraction of atoms initially in the velocity interval v 苸 关0 , vcap兴, i.e.,

⬇

冕

vcap

f共v兲dv ,

where f共v兲 is the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution
for an atomic temperature Tini.
As long as the capture velocity of the QuenchMOT is
small compared to the Gaussian width of the velocity distribution of the precooled ensemble and the saturation of the
quench transition is low, the transfer efficiency scales according to 关22兴

共Pq,Tini兲 ⬀ 共Pq/Tini兲3/2 .

and
A关共3s3p兲3 P1 → 共3s4s兲1S0兴 = 200 s−1 .
The accuracy of our MP calculations is limited by the
accuracy of the expansion of the CI basis sets for small radial
coordinates. These results are in reasonable agreement with
the precise ab initio data presented in Table II.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In conclusion, we have determined the branching ratio of
the 共3s4s兲1S0 level and the decay rate of the 共3s3p兲3 P1
→ 共3s4s兲1S0 transition in magnesium experimentally and by

共10兲

0

共11兲

Scaling our first simulation results 关22兴, we arrive at a
transfer efficiency of about 1% for our measured branching
ratio. This value is derived for powers of 50 and 20 mW per
beam of the quenching and cooling lasers, respectively, with
laser waists of 2 mm. As initial atomic temperature, we
choose 4 mK rather than the usual Doppler limit of 1.9 mK.
This value is usually reached within our magnesium uv MOT
and is caused, e.g., by additional heating processes due to
spatial inhomogenities of the MOT laser beam profiles 共cf.
关43兴兲. Equation 共11兲 also indicates that the transfer efficiency
can be increased by lowering the initial temperature. For
magnesium, coherent two-photon cooling is an attractive
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scheme for this purpose. In the scheme, the velocity selectivity of the standard Doppler cooling is enhanced by using a
coherent two-photon process. This cooling effect was first
observed in a magnesium optical molasses 关31兴 and in a
MOT 关25兴 using the 共3s3p兲1 P1 → 共3s3d兲1D2 transition. Recently, we have achieved a temperature reduction by a factor
of 4 within our magnesium MOT, corresponding to a final
atomic temperature of 1.1 mK. A temperature reduction by
up to one order of magnitude seems feasible 关26兴. Reducing
the temperature of the precooled ensemble by a factor 4 of
will raise the transfer efficiency to the QuenchMOT by approximately one order of magnitude. Using this scheme for
precooling, we expect to prepare up to 106 atoms at the recoil
limit of 10 K in a QuenchMOT.
Quench cooling, thus, remains a promising technique to
efficiently load and cool atoms into dipole traps. Here, the
required laser power is significantly reduced as the quench
laser beams can be more tightly focused. For dipole traps,
which are operated at the magic wave length, temperatures
even below the microkelvin range can be expected by
quench cooling atoms into the narrow velocity selective dark
states as demonstrated for one dimension in 关45兴 or by velocity selective coherent population trapping in three dimensions 关44兴.
This opens up promising perspectives for further research
toward a magnesium optical atomic clock. First, using microkelvin cold samples will improve the stability and accuracy potential of the magnesium optical frequency standard.
As it was shown in 关2兴, the potential stability of the standard
at the limit of quantum projection noise,

y共兲 ⬇ 1/关Q共SNR兲冑/1 s兴,

共12兲

could improve from its present y共 = 1 s兲 ⬇ 8 ⫻ 10
low 10−15.

−14

to be-
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